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The role of membrane curvature for the wrapping
of nanoparticles
Amir Houshang Bahrami,† Reinhard Lipowsky and Thomas R. Weikl*
Cellular internalization of nanoparticles requires the full wrapping of the nanoparticles by the cell membrane.
This wrapping process can occur spontaneously if the adhesive interactions between the nanoparticles
and the membranes are suﬃciently strong to compensate for the cost of membrane bending. In this
article, we show that the membrane curvature prior to wrapping plays a key role for the wrapping
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process, besides the size and shape of the nanoparticles that have been investigated in recent years. For
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same sign as the mean curvature of the particle surface, we find strongly stable partially wrapped states

membrane segments that initially bulge away from nanoparticles by having a mean curvature of the
that can prevent full wrapping. For membrane segments that initially bulge towards the nanoparticles, in
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contrast, partially wrapped states can constitute a significant energetic barrier for the wrapping process.

1 Introduction
Advances in nanotechnology have led to an increasing interest
in how nanoparticles interact with living organisms.2 On the
one hand, biomedically designed nanoparticles are promising
delivery vehicles in drug treatments.3–7 On the other hand, the
wide application of industrial nanoparticles has also led to
safety concerns.4,8,9 A current focus is to understand the interactions of nanoparticles with biomembranes that surround the
cells and organelles of living organisms. Nanoparticles that are
larger than the membrane thickness typically cross membranes
by wrapping and subsequent fission of a membrane neck. The
wrapping of the nanoparticles can occur spontaneously if the
adhesive interactions between the nanoparticles and the membrane
are sufficiently strong to compensate for the cost of membrane
bending.10–12 The spontaneous wrapping of nanoparticles has
been investigated in experiments with lipid vesicles,13–17 polymersomes,18,19 cells,20,21 and in theoretical approaches10,11,22–32
and simulations.33–48 A recent focus of theoretical investigations
and simulations has been on how the size and shape of nanoparticles affect the interplay of adhesion and bending energies
during membrane wrapping.12,38,39,44–47,49–51
In this article, we demonstrate that the wrapping of nanoparticles by membranes is also aﬀected by the membrane curvature
before wrapping, i.e. on whether the membrane initially bulges
towards or away from a particle. As a model system, we consider
a spherical particle that is initially either inside or outside of a
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membrane vesicle. The vesicle considered here can freely adjust
its volume and adopts an overall spherical shape that is locally
distorted by the wrapping of the nanoparticle. Before wrapping,
the vesicle bulges towards an outside particle, and away from an
inside particle. The equilibrium behavior of such a vesicle and a
spherical particle, as obtained by minimization of the combined
bending and adhesion free energy of the vesicle membrane,
can be described by two dimensionless parameters, the relative
curvature cr = Rp/Rv of the particle with radius Rp and the
vesicle with initial radius Rv, and the rescaled adhesion energy u.
As sign convention, we choose cr = +Rp/Rv for outside particles
and cr = Rp/Rv for inside particles. This two-dimensional
parameter space is a subset of the general four-dimensionless
parameter space, which includes the spontaneous curvature and
the osmotic pressure diﬀerence across the vesicle membrane as
additional parameters.32 This four-dimensional parameter space
is divided up into four distinct engulfment or wrapping regimes
corresponding to no wrapping, full wrapping, partial wrapping,
as well as a bistable regime with the coexistence of unwrapped
and fully wrapped states.32
For vanishing spontaneous curvature and vanishing osmotic
pressure diﬀerence as considered here, the wrapping scenario
is dominated by the relative curvature cr. We demonstrate that a
particle that is initially outside of the vesicle is either not
wrapped or fully wrapped by the vesicle membrane. Partially
wrapped states of such an outside particle with positive relative
curvature cr have a higher energy than the unwrapped or fully
wrapped state and, thus, constitute an energy barrier for the
wrapping process. A particle inside the vesicle with negative cr,
in contrast, can exhibit stable partially wrapped states that are
significantly lower in energy than the unwrapped or fully
wrapped state (see Fig. 1). Our results thus indicate diﬀerent
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Fig. 1 A particle (a) outside and (b) inside a vesicle that is half wrapped by
the vesicle membrane. For the outside particle, this partially wrapped state
is higher in energy than the unwrapped or fully wrapped state at intermediate rescaled adhesion energies u = WRp2/k where W is the adhesion
free energy per area, Rp is the particle radius, and k is the bending rigidity of
the vesicle membrane. For the rescaled adhesion energy u = 2 at which the
unwrapped and fully wrapped state of the particle have equal total
energies, the half wrapped state shown in (a) corresponds to an energy
barrier of height 7.0k for the wrapping process. This energy barrier is
large since typical values of k are around 20kBT where kBT is the
thermal energy.1 For the inside particle, partially wrapped states are lower
in energy than the unwrapped state and fully wrapped state at intermediate
values of u. For u = 2, the half wrapped state shown in (b) is the minimumenergy state, which is 3.4k lower in energy than both the unwrapped and
fully wrapped state and, thus, highly stable for typical values of k. The
relative curvature here is cr = 0.322 for the outside particle and cr = 0.322
for the inside particle.

wrapping scenarios that depend on whether the membrane initially
bulges away or towards a nanoparticle, in agreement with the
stability analysis in ref. 32.
Our results have direct implications for the spontaneous
internalization of spherical nanoparticles by cells. For segments of
cellular membranes that initially bulge away from the nanoparticles,
we find that the full wrapping required for internalization can be
impeded by highly stable partially wrapped states. The particles
adhere to the membranes in these partially wrapped states, but
are not internalized. For membrane segments that initially bulge
towards the nanoparticles, partially wrapped states constitute an
energetic barrier for full wrapping and internalization.

2 Model
The spontaneous wrapping of nanoparticles by membranes is
governed by the interplay of the adhesion energy of the particles and
the bending energies of the membranes.10,12 The bending energy of
a vesicle membrane with negligible spontaneous curvature is
the integral52
þ
Ebe ¼ 2k M 2 dA
(1)
over the total surface A. Here, M is the local mean curvature of
the membrane, and k is the membrane’s bending rigidity. The
shape of an axisymmetric vesicle considered here can be
described by the function c(s) where c is the angle between
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the tangent of the vesicle contour and the direction r perpendicular
to the rotational symmetry axis, and s is the arc length.53 In this
parametrization, the principal curvatures can be written as
c1 = c_ = dc/ds and c2 = sin c/r, and the local mean curvature

1
_
is M ¼ ðc1 þ c2 Þ ¼ ðc þ sin c=rÞ 2. The dots here denote
2
derivatives with respect to the arc length s. The radial distance
r from the rotational symmetry axis is related to the angle c via
:
the constraint r = cos c.53 The total area A of the vesicle is the
sum A = Au + Ab of the area Ab = 4pRp2w of the bound membrane
segment and the area Au of the unbound segment. Here, w is the
wrapping degree of the particle, i.e. the fraction of the particle’s
area that is covered by the membrane. The total energy func:
tional then has the form F = Ebe + g(s)(r  cos c) + sA with
Lagrange multipliers g(s) and s that account for the constraints
on the radial coordinate and the membrane area. The volume
of the vesicle can freely adapt, which corresponds to an osmotic
pressure diﬀerence DP = 0 across the vesicle membrane. Minimization of the energy functional F for the unbound segment of
the vesicle leads to the Euler–Lagrange equations53


€ ¼ cos c sin c  c_ þ g sin c;
(2)
c
r
r
r

g_ ¼



1 _ 2 sin2 c
c 
þs
2
r2

(3)

We determine numerical solutions of these equations with the
Runge–Kutta algorithm53 for different wrapping degrees w of
the particle. A solution c(s) describes the conformation of the
unbound segment of the vesicle with minimum bending energy Ebe
for a given value of the wrapping degree w of the nanoparticle.
For a given wrapping degree w of the particle, the total
energy is the sum
E(w) = Ebe(w) + Ead(w) = Ebe(w)  WApw

(4)

of the adhesion energy Ead(w) of the spherical particle with
surface area Ap = 4pRp2 and the minimum bending Ebe(w) of the
vesicle at this wrapping degree. Besides w, the total energy (4)
depends on the adhesion free energy per area W,54 the bending
rigidity k, the radius Rp of the spherical particle, and the initial
radius Rv of the spherical vesicle prior to wrapping. Since we are
free to choose an energy scale and a length scale as units in our
model, these four parameters can be reduced to two independent,
dimensionless parameters. We choose here the rescaled adhesion
energy u = WRp2/k and the relative curvature cr = Rp/Rv of the
vesicle with initial curvature 1/Rv and the nanoparticle with
curvature 1/Rp. To distinguish particles inside and outside the
vesicle, we use the sign convention cr = +Rp/Rv for outside
particles and cr = Rp/Rv for inside particles.

3 Results
The minimum bending energy Ebe(w) of a vesicle that wraps a
particle to a degree w depends on whether the particle is located
inside or outside the vesicle (see Fig. 2(a)). At intermediate
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wrapping degrees 0 o w o 1, the bending Ebe(w) of a vesicle
wrapping an outside particle is larger than the bending energy
of vesicle that wraps an inside particle to the same degree w. For
outside particles, the bending energy Ebe(w) increases with the
relative curvature cr of the vesicle and particle (see blue lines in
Fig. 2(a)). For inside particles, in contrast, the bending energy
Ebe(w) decreases with an increasing absolute value of cr (see red
lines in Fig. 2(a)). At w = 0, all lines in Fig. 2(a) coalesce into the
bending energy 8pk of a spherical vesicle. The spherical shape
minimizes the bending energy of a vesicle that can freely adjust
its volume.55 At w = 1, all lines coalesce into the bending energy
16pk of two spheres that are connected by an infinitesimally
small catenoidal neck of zero mean curvature M and, thus, zero
bending energy. The smaller one of these two spheres completely wraps the particle.
Since the adhesion energy Ead(w) =  4pkuw is proportional to
the wrapping degree w, the total energy E(w) = Ebe(w)  4pkuw for
diﬀerent rescaled adhesion energies u can be easily obtained by
‘tilting’ the curves Ebe(w) shown in Fig. 2(a). The total energy E(w)
at the rescaled adhesion energy u = 2 is displayed in Fig. 2(b). For
u = 2, the adhesion energy Ead for the fully wrapped state of the
particle is equal to 8pk. The fully wrapped state with w = 1 and
the unwrapped state with w = 0 therefore have the same total
energies at the value u = 2 of the rescaled adhesion energy.10,11
For an outside particle, the total energy of partially wrapped
states with 0 o w o 1 is higher than the total energy of the fully
wrapped and unwrapped states (see blue lines in Fig. 2(b)). The
total energy is maximal at half wrapping with w = 0.5 and strongly
increases with the relative curvature cr = Rp/Rv of the vesicle and
the particle. For an inside particle, in contrast, the total energy of
partially wrapped states is lower than the total energy of the fully
wrapped and unwrapped states (see red lines in Fig. 2(b)), and
minimal at half wrapping.

Paper

Partially wrapped states of an outside particle thus constitute an
energetic barrier for wrapping at intermediate values of u. With
increasing rescaled adhesion energy u, the barrier decreases and
finally vanishes as the total energy curves E(w) are ‘tilting’ further
and further towards the fully wrapped state (see Fig. 3(a)). In
contrast, partially wrapped states of an inside particle are globally
stable for a range of intermediate values of u centered around u = 2.
Within this range, the wrapping degree x of the inside particle
continuously increases with u from w = 0 to 1 (see Fig. 3(b)).
The morphology diagram shown in Fig. 4 illustrates how the
stable wrapping state of a particle depends on the relative curvature
cr and rescaled adhesion energy u. The three thick black lines
divide the diagram into three regions in which the particle is either
fully wrapped, partially wrapped, or unwrapped in its equilibrium
state. Partially wrapped states (blue shaded region) only occur for
negative relative curvatures cr for which the membrane initially
bulges away from the particle inside the vesicle. For positive relative
curvatures cr for which the membrane initially bulges towards the
particle outside the vesicle, the fully wrapped state is the equilibrium state for u 4 2, and the unwrapped state is the equilibrium
state for u o 2. Stable partially wrapped states do not occur for
positive cr. In the grey shaded region, the wrapping and unwrapping
of the particle requires the crossing of an energy barrier. The red
dashed lines represent the local instability lines of the unwrapped
and fully wrapped states derived from analytical results of ref. 32.
The red points indicate the local instabilities of these states
determined from our numerical results.

4 Discussion and conclusions
The numerical results presented in this article illustrate that
the wrapping of nanoparticles depends on the initial membrane

Fig. 2 (a) Bending energy Ebe of a vesicle wrapping a spherical nanoparticle as function of the wrapping degree w for diﬀerent relative curvatures
cr =  Rp/Rv of the particle with radius Rp and vesicle with initial radius Rv at w = 0. The relative curvature cr is positive for a particle outside the vesicle (blue
curves) and negative for a particle inside the vesicle (red curves). The black dotted curve corresponds to a large vesicle or a flat bilayer with cr = 0. The
relative curvatures for the shown vesicle shapes are cr = 0.322 (top) and cr = 0.322 (bottom). (b) Total energy E of a vesicle wrapping a spherical
nanoparticle as a function of the wrapping degree w for the rescaled adhesion energy u = 2. At this rescaled adhesion energy, the unwrapped state with
w = 0 and the fully wrapped state with w = 1 have equal energies E.
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Fig. 4 Morphology diagram of stable states of a particle adhering to a
vesicle. The three black lines divide the diagram into three regions in which
the particle is either partially wrapped, unwrapped, or fully wrapped. In the
grey shaded region, the transitions between the unwrapped state and the
wrapped state of a particle outside the vesicle require the crossing of an
energy barrier. The upward line through the black and grey data points
represents the polynomial fit u = 2 + 4.1cr + 2.2cr2, and the downward line
through the data points represents the fit u = 2  4.0cr + 1.3cr2  4.7cr3 
10.9cr4. The red dashed lines are the instability lines of the unwrapped and
fully wrapped state given by the eqn (9) and (13), which are derived in the
appendix from the stability relations in ref. 32. The red points indicate the
instabilities derived from our numerical results for the bending energy
Ebe(w) (see Fig. 2(a)). The unwrapped state becomes locally unstable for
(dE(w)/dw)|w= 0 = 0 where E(w) = Ebe(w)  4pkuw is the total energy as a
function of the wrapping degree w. The wrapped state becomes locally
unstable for (dE(w)/dw)|w=1 = 0. For outside particles with large relative
curvature cr, the instability lines slightly deviate from the lines at which the
barrier vanishes because the derivative of the function Ebe(w) changes its
sign both for small and large wrapping degrees w close 0 and 1, which leads
to secondary satellite minima of the total energy E(w) for values of u close
to the grey lines at which the barrier vanishes.
Fig. 3 (a) Energy barrier D E as a function of the rescaled adhesion energy
u for outside particles with diﬀerent positive relative curvatures cr. The
energy barrier DE is the diﬀerence between the maximal total energy of
partial wrapping and the total energy of the unwrapped state. (b) Wrapping
degree w at which the total energy of an inside particle is minimal as a
function of the rescaled adhesion energy u.

curvature prior to wrapping. Stable partially wrapped states of
nanoparticles can occur if the membrane initially bulges away
from the particles. In contrast, large energetic barriers for the
wrapping process can occur if the membrane initially bulges
towards the particles. In the present study, we considered
spherical particles and described their interactions with the
membrane by a single parameter, the adhesion free energy per
area W. Partially wrapped states can also occur if the membrane–
particle interactions are described by interaction potentials with
potential ranges that exceed a few percent of the particle radius,31
for non-spherical particles,12,44–46 and in situations in which the
wrapping of particles is opposed by membrane tension11,13 or by
volume constraints and osmotic pressure differences of vesicles.32,41
To investigate the local interplay of membrane curvature
and nanoparticle adhesion during wrapping, we have focused
here on a simple model system in which a vesicle with freely
adjustable volume interacts with a spherical particle. The volume
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of a lipid vesicle is freely adjustable in the absence of osmotically
active molecules such as salts or sugars, because water can cross
the lipid membrane. Prior to wrapping, the vesicle then adopts a
spherical shape with bending energy 8pk because this spherical
shape minimizes the bending energy of the vesicle. During the
wrapping process of a particle, the spherical vesicle shape is
locally distorted in the vicinity of the particle. In the fully
wrapped state of the particle, the vesicle shape consists of two
spheres with total bending 16pk, which are connected by a small
catenoidal neck of zero bending energy for vanishing spontaneous
curvature (see e.g. ref. 12 for a more detailed discussion). The smaller
one of these spherical vesicle segments fully encloses the particle
with an adhesion energy 4pRp2W. For this system, the local interplay of bending and adhesion energies leads to an energy landscape
in which the unwrapped and fully wrapped state have equal overall
energies at the rescaled adhesion energy u = WRp2/k = 2, irrespective
of the relative size of the vesicle and nanoparticle.
For a vesicle with constrained volume, in contrast, the
wrapping of nanoparticles leads to global changes of the vesicle
shape.12,24,30,32 Volume constraints of a vesicle arise in the
presence of osmotically active particles inside and outside the
vesicle, because the vesicle then ‘adjusts’ its volume V in such a
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way that the interior osmotic pressure balances the exterior one.
Prior to wrapping, the shape of such a vesicle is determined by
its area-to-volume ratio,55,53 as described by the reduced volume
pﬃﬃﬃ 
v ¼ 6 pV A3=2  1. The maximal value v = 1 of the reduced
volume corresponds to the area-to-volume ratio of a sphere.
During wrapping of a particle, a vesicle with constant area A and
volume V changes its shape and becomes ‘more spherical’,
because the membrane wrapped around the particle eﬀectively
‘decreases’ the area of the vesicle membrane, and the volume of
the particle inside the vesicle ‘increases’ the volume of the
vesicle.12 In the fully wrapped state, the overall shape of the
vesicle consists of a spherical vesicle segment that fully encloses
the nanoparticle, and an unbound vesicle segment with eﬀective
.
3=2
pﬃﬃﬃ
A  Ap
reduced volume vef ¼ 6 p V þ Vp
where Vp and
Ap are the volume and surface area of the particle. This eﬀective
reduced volume vef is larger than the initial reduced volume v of
the vesicle. Because the bending energy of a vesicle decreases
with increasing reduced volume, the global shape change of the
vesicle facilitates the wrapping of the particle. This is reflected in
the fact that the unwrapped and fully wrapped state of the
particle have equal overall energies at rescaled adhesion energies
u o 2, depending on the relative size of the vesicle and particle
and the initial reduced volume of the vesicle.12 The full wrapping
of the particle is only possible if the initial reduced volume v of
the vesicle is suﬃciently small.
We have considered here the spontaneous wrapping of
nanoparticles by vesicle membranes that arises from the interplay
of adhesion and bending energies during wrapping. This spontaneous wrapping has been investigated in experiments with lipid
vesicles13–17 and polymersomes.18,19 The wrapping of nanoparticles
by cell membranes can either occur spontaneously,20,21 or can be
driven by the curvature-inducing proteins and protein machineries
involved in endocytosis and phagocytosis.56–59 While the diameter
of cells is of the order of micrometers, cell membranes are often
rather strongly curved, e.g. from protrusions such as microvilli that
are induced by actin polymerization and have diameters of the
order of 100 nm.60 Rather strong curvatures also occur in membranes surrounding cellular organelles such as the endoplasmic
reticulum.61 The effect of the initial membrane curvature on
particle wrapping considered in this article may be relevant for
the internalization of nanoparticles by cells and cellular organelles
in such rather strongly curved membrane regions, even for particles
with diameters of the order of 10 nm. For such small nanoparticles,
the absolute value |cr| of the relative curvature can exceed 0.1 in
strongly curved regions of cellular membranes, which may lead to
stable partially wrapped states or high energetic barriers, depending on the sign of cr (see Fig. 2–4). A more detailed modeling of the
uptake of nanoparticles by cell membranes needs to take into
account the spontaneous curvature and increased bending rigidity
of membrane segments with a protein coat or scaffold, and the
contribution of receptor-mediated adhesion to the adhesion energy
W between ligand-coated particles and cell membranes.32 Such a
detailed modeling has been recently shown to explain the experimentally observed dependence of clathrin-mediated endocytosis on
the particle size.32
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Appendix
Instability of the unwrapped state
The free, unwrapped state of the particle is unstable if the initial
wrapping by the vesicle membrane leads to a gain in adhesion
energy that overcompensates the increase in the membrane’s
bending energy. The free state becomes unstable along the line32
Rp ¼

1
RW 1  M

(5)

with
RW ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2k=W

(6)

where M is the mean curvature of the membrane at the location
of the particle prior to wrapping, and the sign in front of M
indicates whether the particle is initially inside (+) or outside ()
the vesicle. Eqn (5) holds for M o 1/RW in the case of an outside
particle and for M 4 1/RW in the case of an inside particle to
ensure that the membrane does not intersect the particle before
contact. The vesicle with adjustable volume has a spherical
shape with mean curvature
M = 1/Rv

(7)

before wrapping. The instability relation (5) is then
Rp ¼

1
RW 1  Rv 1

(8)

When expressed in terms of the dimensionless parameters
u = WRp2/k and cr = Rp/Rv with cr = +Rp/Rv for an outside
particle and cr = Rp/Rv for an inside particle, this relation for
the instability of the free, unwrapped state becomes
u = 2(1 + cr)2

(9)

Instability of the fully wrapped state
In the fully wrapped state, the nanoparticle is fully covered by
the membrane, but still connected to the mother vesicle by a
small membrane neck. In the coarse-grained description used
here, the fully wrapped state corresponds to a limit shape with
an ideal neck that is attached to the mother vesicle in a single
contact point. At this contact point, the unbound membrane
segment of the mother vesicle at the location of the nanoparticle
has the mean curvature M 0 . The fully wrapped state becomes
unstable along the line32
Rp ¼

1
RW 1  ðM 0  2mÞ

(10)

where m is the spontaneous curvature of the membrane, and
the sign in front of M 0  2m indicates whether the particle is
initially outside (+) or inside () the vesicle. Eqn (10) holds for
2m  1/RW o M 0 o 1/Rp in the case of an outside particle, and
for 1/Rp o M 0 o 2m + 1/RW in the case of an inside particle.
The relations M0 o 1/Rp for an outside particle and 1/Rp o M0
for an inside particle ensure that the membrane does not
intersect the particle. If the mean curvature M 0 is smaller than
2m  1/RW in the case of an outside particle, or larger than
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2m + 1/RW in the case of an inside particle, the fully wrapped
state is unstable for all particle sizes.32
For a vesicle with adjustable volume, the unbound vesicle
membrane has a spherical shape with mean curvature
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M0 ¼ 1
(11)
Rv 2  Rp 2
because the overall area of the vesicle membrane is constant.
For spontaneous curvature m = 0, the instability relation (10)
is then
Rp ¼

1
RW 1  ðRv 2  Rp 2 Þ1=2

(12)

When expressed in terms of the parameters u and cr used in
this article, this relation for the instability of the fully wrapped
state becomes
cr
u ¼ 2 1  pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1  cr 2

!2
(13)
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